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EMILY LIGGETT WITH DR. DAVE LIGGETT

CEO, NOVATORQUE

BS Chemical Engineering (Purdue), MBA and MS Manufacturing Systems Engineering (Stanford University)

Emily Liggett has an entrepreneurial spirit and is passionate about growing businesses through developing and launching new classes of technology-based products (self-limiting heaters, resettable fuses, touchscreens, and clean gas turbines, to name a few). Currently Emily is the CEO of NovaTorque, a high efficiency electric motor company. In addition, she loves applying creativity and problem-solving skills on both for-profit and non-profit organizations, in her community, and at home.

TOPIC AREAS: Engineering, Entrepreneurship, Career Planning, Networking, Interviewing from Manager Perspective, Leadership Challenges

Dr. Dave Liggett

BS of Agriculture in Animal Science and Doctor of Veterinary Medicine (Purdue) and MBA (Stanford University)

Dr. Liggett has served in a variety of capacities in a numerous locations across the United States and the world. He first practiced as a veterinarian before shifting his focus to veterinary pharmaceuticals and educating farmers around the world on proper techniques and applications for veterinary pharmaceuticals. Dr. Liggett then shifted careers yet again and currently teaches STEM education in schools located in underserved communities. Dr. Liggett is a prime example of being a lifelong learner and allowing his passions guide his career choices.

TOPIC AREAS: Veterinary Medicine, Running a Small Business, Changing Careers, Transition from Technical to Business, Education and the Teaching Profession, STEM Fields
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